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Welcome to March 2021. It has
been a year since the pandemic
has altered nearly everything in
our daily lives, but one thing that
hasn’t changed is our recruiters
continue to do work bringing in
the best and brightest to serve in
the U.S. Air Force and Space Force.
Recently here in South Texas we
had some crazy-cold weather that
may have impacted everyone as we
had power outages and snow.
Above is my son sporting an
Air Force Reserve skull cap as we
played in the snow.
In this issue of Behind the Badge
we take a look at one of the first
big activations that AFRS has done
in a while. Total Force recruiters
were in Tampa, Florida, for the
Super Bowl. The recruiters had
the opportunity to showcase the
AIR RAID QB SIM Experience,
which is a virtual reality and
sensor technology used to train
quarterbacks at both the college
and pro level. By all accounts it
was a success.
We also take a look at a new
public webpage that has all the
information one could need on
how to become a line officer in the
Air Force or Space Force.
I hope you all enjoy the magazine
and as always, stay safe and AIM
HIGH!
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Total Force recruiters posed with
a group of fans at the Super Bowl
LV Experience outside of Raymond
James Stadium in Tampa, Florida,
Jan. 31, 2021. Air Force recruiters
deployed the AIR RAID QB SIM
Experience, which is a virtual reality
and sensor technology used to train
quarterbacks at both the college and
pro level. (Courtesy photo)
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Total Force recruiting team works Super Bowl LV
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
TAMPA, Fla. – The Air Force
was on full display at Super Bowl
LV with a first-of-its-kind flyover
consisting of a B-1B Lancer, B-2
Spirit and B-52 Stratofortress. It
also marked a return to in-person
recruiting at one of the nation’s
largest events.
A team of Total Force
recruiters worked the event with
representatives from each of the
air components – the regular Air
Force, Air Force Reserve and Air
National Guard as well as the
U.S. Space Force.
For many of these recruiters
it was the first time since the
outbreak of the pandemic to work
an event and engage in face-toface recruiting with the public.
“It was nice having all
components working side-byside with each other interacting
with the public,” said Master Sgt.
Daniel Bedford, AFRS national
events program manager. “One

Total Force recruiters posed with a group
of fans at the Super Bowl LV Experience
outside of Raymond James Stadium in
Tampa, Florida, Jan. 31, 2021. Air Force
recruiters deployed the AIR RAID QB
SIM Experience, which is a virtual reality
and sensor technology used to train
quarterbacks at both the college and pro
level. (Courtesy photo)

mother told me, ‘It’s nice to have
recruiters discuss part-time and
full-time opportunities, and I
didn’t know you can serve in
the Air force out of uniform.’
She also said it made it easier
for her and her son to make an
informed decision on Air Force
opportunities with recruiters on
site from all backgrounds.”
While this was the first time
many recruiters got back to
working a live event, it was Chief
Master Sgt. Antonio Goldstrom’s
first event since becoming the
AFRS command chief.
“To see all of our recruiters
working
together,
engaging
the public, was really great,”
Goldstrom said. “Seeing them
interacting
with
everyone,
especially the young children,
and treating all of them with
dignity and respect. While
these young children aren’t
our target demographic, it was
still important to inspire and
engage them. It was a perfect
representation of our recruiting
synergy. I’m an NFL nerd so it
was so cool to see.”
Air Force recruiters were
present at the lead up to the game
for six days and their activation
featured the Air Force AIR RAID
QB Sim experience. This virtual
reality and sensor technology is
used to train quarterbacks at both
the college and pro level. In the
experience, visitors are playing
against an Air Force defense
and the background featured
Raymond James Stadium, which
hosted the Super Bowl.
“Our new Air Raid asset was
so popular with the fans -- it was
at least an hour wait,” Goldstrom
said. “I even tried it out, and
I feel it’s a great tool for our
recruiters as it appeals to our
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target demographic who are tech
savvy.”
For the recruiters, the Air Raid
was a success as it allowed them
time to engage with the crowd.
“The Air Raid is a great tool. It
allowed us to speak with people,
answer questions and just give
some
gee-whiz
information
while waiting for their turn,”
said Master Sgt. Shane Hogan,
the Air Force Reserve in-service
recruiter at MacDill AFB.
MacDill is located near where
the Super Bowl was played. “It
also was a great way to advertise
the brand of the Air Force and let
people know there are other ways
to serve in the Air Force and not
just full time. I thought the Air
Raid was easy to work and felt
like fans enjoyed it.”
The simulator was beneficial
to all components engagement
needs.
“The Air Raid worked great! I
thought it was great to put folks
in the perspective or point of view
of the quarterback,” said Tech.
Sgt. Carey Brown, a production
recruiter with the Florida Air
National Guard, Joint Forces
Headquarters/125th
Fighter
Wing, Jacksonville, Florida. “It
actually brought all ages together
as folks cheered for participants
who were between the ages of 6
to 70. I think fans loved it.”
The Air Force recently entered
into a three-year agreement with
the Chick-fil-A College Football
Hall of Fame to build a permanent
exhibit for the Air Force AIR
RAID QB Sim experience ...
To continue reading go to:
https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/Article-Display/
Article/2502446/air-force-totalforce-recruiting-team-workssuper-bowl-lv-in-tampa/

Reserve recruiters participate in joint air operations at JBSA
By Col. Kjäll Gopaul
Pathfinder, AETC

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO,
Texas — In-service recruiters from
the 352nd Recruiting Squadron
participated in a joint Total Force
helicopter sling load exercise Jan.
26-27 to enhance their situational
awareness of the Air Force Reserve
and broaden their understanding
of the aerial transportation career
field.
The recruiters teamed with
Air Force Reserve component
personnel from the 26th Aerial
Port Squadron and Texas Army
National Guard Soldiers from
Company C, 2nd Battalion,
149th Aviation Regiment, for the
heliborne transport of over 26,000
pounds of cargo and personnel.
The two-day exercise involved
rigging cargo loads, establishing a
helicopter landing zone with four
touch-down points and having
two-person teams attach the loads
to a UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter.
Master Sgt. Dawnmosha S.
Williams,
352nd
Recruiting
Squadron in-service recruitersupervisor, organized her unit’s
participation to get the team out in
the field and stay knowledgeable on
Air Force Reserve job opportunities
and activities.
“We want people to understand
that recruiting is not just a desk
job and that we’re out there getting
down and dirty with everyone
else,” she said the squadron’s
participation in the exercise.
Technical Sgt. Brasil A. Segura,
Air Force Reserve line recruiter,
352nd
Recruiting
Squadron,
described that with each iteration,
the two-person hook-up team would
stand by their load as the Black
Hawk helicopter approached.
The bracer held their teammate

Tech. Sgt. Brasil A. Segura, right, 352nd Recruiting Squadron in-service Air Force
Reserve recruiter, braces Senior Airman Dillon Floyd, 26th Aerial Port Squadron, aerial
porter, while supervised by Tech. Sgt. John Ortega, 26th Aerial Port Squadron aerial
porter, as they prepare to attach a 2,000 pound A-22 cargo bag to a UH-60 Black Hawk
helicopter flown by Texas Army National Guard personnel Jan. 27, 2021, at Joint Base
San Antonio-Chapman Training Annex. (Photo by Senior Airman Braydon Williams)

against the rotor wash and gave
adjustment advice as the hook-up
person waited for the opportunity
to attach the load to the cargo hook
of the aircraft hovering just five
feet over them.
The team would then verify the
secure hookup, dash to their safety
point and give a thumbs up to the
Army aircrew to confirm their task
completion.
The experience was educational
for those participating.
“My background is Security
Forces, and I honestly did not
know aerial transportation does
this kind of up-close work with
aircraft,” Segura said. “What they
do is pretty cool and is 100 percent
part of the mission -- to make sure
the aircrews can do what they need
to do to transport the cargo.
“Part of my job is to promote
aerial transportation as a career
choice,” she said. “Now I have a
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better understanding of what ‘Port
Dawgs’ do, and I can represent
that to young applicants.
“Now, I also understand why
folks with an ASVAB score of 99
are a match for the 2T2 career
field,” Segura said. “With the
rigging, inspection, and loading
procedures, aerial transportation
is an attention-to-detail job that
you cannot mess up. I saw all of
the precautions out there on the
LZ (landing zone) -- if something
is not strapped down right, or tied
down correctly, or the weight is a
little off, it could throw the load
off balance and put the load, the
aircraft, or people on the ground at
risk.
Segura said she has been able ...
To continue reading go to:”
https://www.jbsa.mil/News/
News/Article/2505905/reserverecruiters-participate-in-joint-airoperations-at-jbsa/

First female Muslim chaplain graduates Chaplain Course
By Airman 1st Class Jackson Manske
Air University Public Affairs
MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE,
Ala. -- 1st Lt. Saleha Jabeen,
the U.S. Military’s first female
Muslim chaplain, graduated
from the Air Force Basic
Chaplain Course Feb. 5, 2021,
on Maxwell Air Force Base,
Alabama.
The graduation ceremony for
BCC Class 21A was a historic
event as the Air Force aims
to foster a more diverse and
inclusive service.
Jabeen, a native of India,
said she was grateful for the
opportunity and aware of the
responsibility she has to set an
example and show that there
is a place in the military for
anyone who wants to serve.
“I did not have to compromise
on any of my religious beliefs
or convictions,” said Jabeen. “I
am surrounded with people who
respect me and are willing to
receive what I bring to the table
as a woman, a faith leader, and
an immigrant. I am provided
with numerous opportunities
to learn and develop skills that
best equip me to be a successful
officer and a chaplain in a
pluralistic environment. I get
to provide spiritual care to all
servicemembers and families
and advise the commanders on
religious and moral matters
regardless of my faith, ethnicity
or gender. Like our boss says, it
has never been a better time to
serve as a chaplain in the U.S.
Air Force Chaplain Corps.”
All BCC students have
advanced degrees and many
arrive at the Chaplain Corps
College with years of experience
as members of the clergy as
civilians. Throughout the course,

1st Lt. Saleha Jabeen, a graduate of Basic Chaplain Course Class 21A, raises her
hands in prayer during a group prayer at the start of the graduation ceremony Feb. 5,
2021, at the Ira C. Eaker Center for Leadership Development on Maxwell Air Force
Base, Alabama. Jabeen, a native of India, is the first female Muslim chaplain to serve
in the U.S. military. (Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Jackson Manske)

Jabeen and her classmates are
instructed how to apply their
prior experience within the Air
Force.
“My goal is to create chaplains
who are ready to provide frontline ministry upon graduation,”
said Capt. John Richardson, Air
Force Chaplain Corps College
Staff Chaplain. “They are
trained to lead the units they
serve spiritually. The bottomline is to care for Airmen- every
single Airman. When they care
for Airmen in a professional
way, every other aspect of our
calling falls into place: advising
leaders and providing for the
religious needs of our force.”
Capt. Mara Title, Air Force
Chaplain Corps College Staff
Chaplain, believes the newly
graduated students of Class
21A are ready to provide
for the spiritual needs of all
Airmen across the force, and
said Jabeen’s addition to the
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Chaplain Corps will be of great
benefit to everyone.
“The Air Force Chaplain
Corps endeavors to promote
diversity in all respects,”
Title said. “Chaplain Saleha
Jabeen’s presence enables an
even broader scope of spiritual
care for our Airmen, and for
this we are very grateful. She
is as determined to take on the
role of chaplain as she is kind,
caring and compassionate. We
are thrilled to have had the
opportunity for her to graduate
with the class of BCC 21A.”
Jabeen is passionate about
her role as a chaplain, and takes
her duty as a spiritual mentor
very seriously.
“We all have a purpose that...
To continue reading go to:
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/
News/Display/Article/2505660/
first-female-muslim-chaplaingraduates-from-air-force-chaplaincorps-college/

Air Force first to have recruiting chief medical officer
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas – As
part of Air Force Recruiting
Service’s Total Force recruiting
enterprise, finding better ways
to do business is a leading
charge. A part of that is
reducing redundancies and
having one location conduct
business for all of the Total
Force partners and providing
medical standards consistencies
across all components.
AFRS has created a chief
medical officer position to help
expedite the waiver process and
serve as one voice for each of the
Total Force team members. The
CMO is the unified voice on all
medical accession matters on
behalf of the Air Force Surgeon
General, maintaining equities
of the four recruiting avenues
of the U.S. Air Force Academy,
Air National Guard, Air Force
Reserve and the active-duty
components.
“Prior to the standup of the
division, the four recruiting
avenues all had accession
medical waiver authority. In
an effort to standardize this
across the Total Force and
gain efficiencies, timeliness
and equitability, this mission
set was given to the Total
Force organization, AFRS,”
said Col. Maria Angles, AFRS
CMO. “As CMO, we grant
medical standards waivers
after performing occupational
suitability assessments for
accession.
The
AFRS/CMO
also is the waiver authority
for initial entry into flying- or
special-duty careers relative to
the Department of the Air Force
specific medical standards for

the Total Force.”
In her role, Angles and her
team must have awareness
of each of the components’
standards.
“I collaborate directly with
the owning accession source to
help identify requirements for
the specific mission set. The
AFRS/CMO is the aerospace
medicine specialist to certify
flight safety critical exams;
so we are the certifier and
the waiver authority,” Angles
said. “So, no matter what
accession source, coming in
to serve the USAF and USSF,
there is standardization and
equitability for the occupational
suitability decisions made.”
For Angles, she always knew
she was going to be a doctor and
follow her father’s footsteps.
“My father is a retired
Air Force lieutenant colonel
general surgeon and flight
surgeon. He also flew Critical
Care Air Transports, before we

had official teams,” she said. “I
remember watching him do the
swing landing trainer at Brooks
Air Force Base, Texas, during
his Aerospace Medicine Primary
course … he was in his 50’s. I
knew I wanted to be a doctor
by the age of five, but my desire
to serve in the military didn’t
come into play for me until midcollege.”
Angles had a memorable
morning that changed the
trajectory of her career on a
fateful day in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
“My desire to serve was
solidified on April 19, 1995.
I was driving to my medical
school class when traffic stopped
and the street was full of first
responders,” Angles recalls. “...
https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/ArticleDisplay/Article/2524052/
air-force-recruiting-firstto-have-chief-medicalofficer-in-charge-of-waivers/

Then Lt. Col. Maria Angles, leading a Critical Care Air Transport Team, helps load a
critically injured member in Kandahar, Iraq, in 2005. Angles is now a colonel and leads
Air Force Recruiting Service waiver program as the chief medical officer. Angles and
her team expedite the waiver process and serve as one voice for each of the Total
Force team members. (Courtesy photo)
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Professional developmental tool assists all Airmen with career
By Jennifer Gonzalez
AETC Public Affairs
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas - In episode
45 of “The Air Force Starts
Here” podcast, we discuss a new
force development tool for Air
and Space Force professionals
to grow professionally.
The Developmental Special
Experience (DSE) Catalog is
a consolidated list of available
learning activities outside the
scope of formal training. It
simplifies research efforts to find
training opportunities available
to Airmen and Guardians like
internships,
fellowships
or
developmental special duties.
These
opportunities
are
known
as
Developmental
Special Experiences, which
are learning activities outside
the scope of formal training
that have been validated as a
potential means to obtain specific
foundational, occupational, or

joint competencies.
To be classified as a DSE, the
experience must provide handson experiences that are outside
an Airman’s formal AFSC or
career series, must be offered
more than once at a unit or
organization, and help Airmen
gain or enhance competencies.
The Catalog is a single resource
that can assist with personal
development and integrate
DSEs into Air and Space
professionals’ career goals as
a short term objective or long
term career goal.
Unlike talent management
and the assignment systems, the
Catalog aggregates all of these
DSEs year-round so Airmen
and Guardians interested in
a possible position can future
cast the prerequisites needed
and have advance notice of
openings.
This is an awareness tool and
Air and Space professionals’
interested in pursuing any of
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the openings should follow the
normal application process,
which is also laid out in the DSE
Catalog.
Department of the Air Force
personnel can access the DSE
Catalog through MyVECTOR.
Once
logged
in,
select
“Development Plan” on the
left-hand side menu option and
then click on “Developmental
Special Experiences Catalog”
tab. To apply for a DSE, contact
the listed point of contact for
the specific DSE and follow the
application process.
For details on the DSE Catalog
listen to this episode of the Air
Force Starts Here podcast. You
can stream The Air Force Starts
Here Podcast on your favorite
podcast streaming app or on:
Apple
podcasts:
https://
itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/
developing-mach-21-airmen/
id1451609095
Google
Play:
https://play.
google.com/music/m/

AFRS creates public page for line officer accession paths
OTS program announcement,
board
related
updates/
announcements, and a new
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIOslideshow that simplifies the
RANDOLPH, Texas – Trying to
basic application instructions.”
get information out to the masses
Previously the information
on opportunities to become an
was put on the Air Force portal,
officer in the United States Air
but it had limitations.
Force or Space Force can be
“The AFRS portal page was a
challenging since pages often
great resource for our programs;
require the use of a common
however, the page was not
access card or sometimes aren’t
accessible to everyone,” Wallace
suitable for the information.
said. “Only those on the AFNET
Air Force Recruiting Service
(Air Force Network) with a
has found a solution for getting
CAC could access the portal
the information applicants need
page and that really limited
at their fingertips. Specialists
the reach of our efforts to keep
from
AFRS’s
line
officer
all applicants informed. The
accessions program and the
new public site allows everyone
public affairs office teamed up
to access the information from
to create a public page on the
anywhere in the world. It truly
AFRS website that serves as
is a one-stop location for all
a one-stop shop for line officer
things related to active duty
accession information.
line officer accessions – and it
“The new public site contains
has some good information for
lots of pertinent information
civilian applicants, as well.”
for enlisted active duty OTS
For Wallace and her team,
(officer
training
school)
reaching out and collaborating
applicants interested in the
with AFRS public affairs has
USAF and USSF,” said Linda
been a great experience.
Wallace, AFRS line officer
“Working with PA to get
accession program manager.
this site up and running was
“The most notable features are
very rewarding, as our team
the board schedule, active duty
had a chance to form new
relationships
and
get
to
know those we
don’t work with
on a regular
basis,” Wallace
said.
“The
public affairs
specialists are
delightful
to
work with and
they are great
at what they
Specialists from AFRS’s line officer accessions program and the
do. Together,
AFRS public affairs office teamed up to create a public page on
offices
the AFRS website that serves as a one-stop shop for line officer our
have created
accession information. (Courtesy graphic)
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
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this amazing resource that we
hope will benefit applicants and
take some of the mystery out of
the application process.”
For the public affairs team,
this is an opportunity to help
streamline a process and
provide an accessible site for
those interested in serving,
whether inside or outside the
network.
“Having
this
publically
accessible page for our officer
applicants, whether current
Airmen or civilians, makes
it handy for those seeking a
commission is the U.S. Air
Force,” said Leslie Brown, chief
of AFRS public affairs. “We
want those interested to have
all the information they need
in one place. It gives everyone,
regardless of their background,
the same access to apply,”
Ultimately
serving
their
customers is what Wallace and
her team aim to do.
“We are laser-focused on
the customer experience and
improving our procedures to
streamline
the
application
process,” Wallace said. “We
fully understand that we are
in the business of making
people’s dreams come true and
we take that responsibility very
seriously.”
Wallace said this is one of
many projects the Line Officer
Accessions Team has addressed
lately to improve processes
and provide easy access to
information.
“I would like to acknowledge
the entire Line Officer ...
To continue reading go to: https://
www.recruiting.af.mil/News/
Article-Display/Article/2516278/
afrs-creates-public-page-for-lineofficer-accession-paths/

Recruit transforms body to serve

Jared McCall first came into the 314th RCS, Salisbury, Maryland, recruiting office to meet with Tech.
Sgt. Bradley May in January 2020. When McCall first showed up at the office he weighed 305
pounds, above the Air Force standard for weight. McCall was determined to join the Air Force and
lost a total of 110 pounds to join the Air Force. His journey was not easy, but he persevered and after
working hard lost the weight required to join. Today, McCall is happy and healthy and has received
a job as a refuel/bomber mechanic. He is currently in training and loving every moment. (Courtesy
photos)

342nd RCS recruiter
becomes a Guardian

Master Sgt. Angel Peralta, 342nd RCS, transitioned to the U.S.
Space Force, in an enlistment ceremony Feb. 4, 2021. From
Left to Right: Senior Master Sgt. Thomas Flynn, 333rd RCS First
Shirt, Lt. Col. Marcus Stevenson, 333rd RCS Commander, and
Peralta, prepare for the enlistment as they are virtually joined by
Lt. Col. Tiffany Debrow, 342nd RCS commander, Senior Master
Sgt. Francis Wallace, 342nd RCS production superintendent),
and Master Sgt. Steven Kuberek, 342nd RCS training SNCO.
(Courtesy photo)
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AFRS Annual
Award winners!

Above is the AFRS webpage. To get to the website go to: https://www.
recruiting.af.mil. The AFRS Public Affairs team is keeping the website
current with relevant Air Force information. .

Future Chats

AMN of the Year – SrA Andrew Broadwater
HQ AFRS
NCO of the Year – TSgt Nathaniel Hildreth
330th RCS
SNCO of the Year – MSgt Caleb Walker
343rd RCS
1st Sgt. of the Year – MSgt Matthew Baron
314th RCS
CGO of the Year – Capt Alanna Kots
349th RCS
FGO of the Year – Maj James Collins
369th RCG
Cat I Civ of the Year – Ms. Hei Choi
343rd RCS
Cat II Civ of the Year – Ms. Marina Rivas
HQ AFRS

338th RCS recruiter
recognized by Navy

Mar. 17
Maintenance
Apr. 19 Space Systems Ops
May 19
Special Warfare

<a href="https://www.vecteezy.com/free-vector/content">Content Vectors by Vecteezy</a>
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Tech. Sgt. Todd Carter, of the 338th RCS,
was awarded the Navy Achievement
Medal for his continual partnership with
the Armed Forces Recruiting Station
in Mansfield Ohio. His hard charging
attitude and professional networking
abilities led to the Navy Recruiting
Station enlisting four highly qualified
applicants. (Courtesy photo)

Striving to reach the masses

Tech. Sgt. Erik Cardenas, 372nd RCG public affairs, and Tech. Sgt. John Castro, a recruiter with the 364th
RCS, created a Zoom classroom presentation to help recruiters across AFRS. Given the limited access
to schools due to the COVID restrictions and closed campus’s across the nation, this is a way to send a
product to all school staff members so the schools have access to the Air Force benefits despite our lack
of visitation. The vision is to create a generalized informational video pertaining to the U.S. Air and Space
Force to help increase our presence in schools and continue to market our service despite the pandemic.
For recruiters who wish to use this presentation, it can be accessed from the link below. (Courtesy photo)
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AJbEAUfAeQuStXxwx5cAlIM6HkxOxz7s

369th RCS hosts females in combat boots
Staff Sgt. Constance Lucas, of
the 369th RCS, worked with
an Army recruiter to create,
Females in Combat Boots
Luncheon, Feb. 18, 2021. The
two recruiters invited females
from South Los Angeles to
eat and provide a woman’s
perspective on serving in
the military. The event went
well and they are hoping the
luncheon can continue to
grow in the upcoming months.
(Courtesy photo)
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349th RCS takes in Tulsa Women’s Exposition

In an effort to expand the Air Force Chief of Staff’s vision on diversity and inclusion across the U.S. Air Force and Space Force, Staff
Sgt. Chakoya Lockett, (sixth from left) an enlisted accessions recruiter, from the 349th Recruiting Squadron, Shawnee, Oklahoma,
shared her message about recruiting from all different backgrounds and walks of life during the 35th Annual Tulsa Women’s Expo.
“As a recruiter and an Airman, I feel it is critical to recruit from metro areas,to inner-cities to rural country sides to attract the best and
brightest talent for the Air Force and Space Force. It is finding strength in our differences, be it culture, background or education
that fortifies our profession of arms and unites us as a one nation,” Lockett said. While in attendance, Captain Alanna Kots, Lockett,
Master Sgt. Mark Curry and Staff Sgt. Gage Daddis, both with the 342nd RCS, were each awarded the S.T.A.R. award. Each
member was given this award for standing out through hard work and complete dedication to the Air Force Recruiting mission.
Through this award, they were identified as Air Force Installation Contracting Center Change Agents by Brigadier General Alice
W. Trevino, commander for Air Force Installation Contracting Center, Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center, Air Force
Materiel Command, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. (Courtesy photo)

330th RCS
gains a Guardian
Master Sgt. Joe Spears, an Air Force Special
Warfare recruiter, was sworn into the U.S.
Space Force the week of Feb. 8, 2021. His
family was able to be in attendance, adhering
to COVID-19 guidelines, and experience
the moment with him. Spears is a member
of the 330 RCS’s D-Flight and recruits out of
Ogden, Utah. (Courtesy photo)
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369th RCS proof positive for OCMET

Daniel Kim with his recruiter Tech. Sgt.
Marcos Chacon. Kim became the first person
to ship out from the Orange County Medical
Evaluation Test (OCMET) site. Lt. Col. Charles
Barton, 369th RCS commander, along with
Col. Layne Trosper, 372nd RCG commander,
in attendance, administered the oath of
enlistment to Kim Feb. 9, 2021. The OCMET,
originally developed by Chief Master Sgt. David
Poff, 369 RCS, is a proof of concept to test if
an alternative to MEPS is possible and/or an
option in the future. (Right) Kim and his family
following his oath of enlistment. To read more
about OCMET go to https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2451390/
air-force-recruiting-finds-innovative-way-tosave-money-time/

330th RCS staying active
(Left) Tech. Sgt. Ramon
Melendez-Diaz,
of
the
330th RCS, supervises the
University of South Florida
Volleyball Club at a Spartan
minicamp
in
warm-up
exercises in a park in Tampa,
Fla., Jan. 30, 2021. (Right)
Special Warfare candidates
had the opportunity to hear
first-hand about what SERE
is truly about in a 330th RCS
DEP call, Feb. 18, 2021.
Master Sgt. Tiffany Zaloudek
and Master Sgt. Dan Jones
were the guest speakers and
provided perspectives from
both the active duty and
Reserve . (Courtesy photos)
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330th RCS takes in Snow Bike Series in Oregon

330th Recruiting Squadron’s Tech. Sgt. Vincent Harris, Staff Sgt. Erik Franz and Tech. Sgt. Evan Grimme, along with
members from the Air National Guard, stand at attention during the National Anthem in the opening ceremonies of the
North American Snow Bike Association (NASBA) National Championship Snow Bike Series in Diamond Lake, Ore., Feb.
20, 2021. The Total Force event allowed the recruiters to setup an activation and pass out Special Warfare swag. (Courtesy
photo)

AFRS’s newest star
(Left) Maj. Gen. Ed Thomas,
AFRS commander, performs
Brig. Gen. Lisa Craig’s oath
of office, after pinning on her
first star. Feb. 26, 2021 Craig,
AFRS deputy commander is
joined by her husband David
(right) who pins on her star
during an impromptu swearing
in ceremony at Headquarters
Air Force Recruiting Service.
(Courtesy photos)
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Safety Talk: Cold Weather
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO-RANDOLPH, Texas -- While the Southern United
States was paralyzed with cold weather this last week it was just another day for
those in the Northern tier. 20 degree temperatures and poor road conditions paralyzed
South Texas but the “Frozen Chosen” persevere. No big deal…these special breed of
Airmen are impervious to the cold and 20 degrees is a nice spring day right? Wrong…
Let’s take for instance a young Airman. Early one January morning he showed up
to work during an exercise. The weather was a balmy -24 degrees with a wind chill
around the -40 degree range. Needless to say it was a scorcher. Processing into his
work area was taking an extended period of time due to the exercise. All told our
Airman stood in this weather for approximately 90 minutes. He was issued the proper
cold weather equipment; however he made the decision to only wear his patrol cap
thus leaving his face and ears exposed to the “cool” temperatures.
After coming in out of the cold, the Airmen felt a burning sensation on his ears and
co-workers noticed them starting to blister. You guessed it, frostbite. After a trip to
the ER and two days quarters an AF Form 978 was initiated.
The Airmen was provided and had all required cold weather gear. It is very easy
and prudent to say this individual did not assess the risks properly and as a result his
actions were to blame. However, where was the oversight? Did personnel not realize
workers were being exposed to extreme wind chills? Was having a line of people
standing exposed to the elements the best move? Could the processing line have been
moved to another location where personnel were not exposed to the elements for an
extended period of time?
To prevent this, supervision and those controlling the exercise should have been
aware of AFI 48-151 Thermal Injury Prevention Program. Inside this instruction are
some useful charts pertaining to cold weather and work rest cycles associated with
them.
We routinely face challenges to contend with but continuously evaluating the
circumstances we encounter and being vigilant about identifying and minimizing risk
can eliminate unfortunate mishaps.
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The general went down to Georgia

(Top) Maj. Gen. Carden, the Georgia
Adjutant General, Maj. Gen. Thomas
Grabowski, Assistant Adjutant General
and Georgia ANG commander and (far
right) Maj. Gen. Ed Thomas, AFRS
commander, discuss recruiting while
Thomas was visiting Georgia. (Left)
Master Sgt. Mary Medina, a recruiter with
the 336th RCS, Warner Robins, Georgia,
Thomas, Col. E. Benjamin Smith III, 367th
Recruiting Group, commander, Robins Air
Force Base, Georia, and Senior Master
Sgt. Jose Padilla, Headquarters Georgia
Air National Guard state recruiting
production
superintendent.(Courtesy
photos)
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HQ AFRS Public Affairs is
asking for your help to spread the
word to your educators, counselors and
administrators since they provide front line support
for you and your recruiting efforts.

The Virtual Educator’s Coffee happens every fourth Thursday
of every month at 10 a.m. central time via Zoom webinar.
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Looking forward to working wth you to make our monthly
Virtual Educator’s Coffee a success!
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If you have any ideas on how to make this event more successful
please contact Michelle DeLeon, Chief Community Outreach at
michelle.de_leon.1@us.af.mil.
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We want to stay connected with your influencers but can’t reach
them on our own, that’s why we need you!
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Checkout the Virtual Coffee Links that are available now:
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- Education Opportunities in the Air Force https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrL3zh-cSfo
-What to expect at the United States Air Force Basic Military Training
https://youtu.be/U0h6feH7SVY
-What Benefits does the United State Air force offer? https://youtu.be/ZOkOYpaD5Uw
-How to Serve your Nation and Community in the Georgia Air National Guard or the Air Force
Reserves https://youtu.be/hrkn9A-zSS8
-Meet a U.S. Air and Space Force Recruiter - link not available prior to publication
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AETC women in leadership
celebrate Women’s History Month

(Far left) Maj. Gen. Jeannie Leavitt, the former AFRS commander and (Center front) Brig. Gen. Lisa Craig,
AFRS deputy commander, pose with a group of the four other general officer’s assigned to Air Education and
Training Command. The group were meeting with the AETC commander when they thought of the idea to take
a photo in honor of Women’s History Month. (Courtesy photo)
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